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Quilt Block Fusion
Combining Innovative Piecing Techniques to Create Perfect Blocks with Ease
by Penny Haren
Penny Haren combines her Pieced Appliqué® technique with the perfection of paperpiecing to create a fusion technique that will have quilters everywhere creating intricate
and complicated looking blocks easily, quickly and accurately. With Penny’s clear, accurate
instructions and easy-to-follow, step-by-step photographs, even beginners will be able to
stitch heirloom-quality quilt blocks!
Quilt Block Fusion will teach adventurous new quilters, as well as more experienced
quilters, 10 techniques, including basic paper-piecing, Penny Haren’s Pieced Applique®
and innovative new ways to sew favorite traditional blocks. Each of the five projects
includes a variety of six-inch block patterns, allowing stitchers to incorporate any of the
blocks from Penny’s previous books into any of the projects.
Quilters can learn 10 techniques using the easy, step-by-step photographs and
instructions, the online video tutorials, the included templates and paper-piecing foundation blocks, and Penny’s “why
didn’t I think of that” tips.
Perfect for shops and classes, Quilt Block Fusion will teach the following techniques in just one book:
Basic Paper-Piecing
Strip-Pieced Appliqués
Paper-Pieced Applique
Pointed Dresden Plate
Paper-Piecing with Fussy Cut Segments
Round Dresden Plate
Strip-Pieced Grandmother’s Flower Garden
Paper-Piecing with Pieced Segments
Machine-Pieced Grandmother’s Flower Garden
Paper-Piecing with Flipped Back Applique
For more than 20 years, as a quilter and several years as a shop owner, Newark, Ohio-based Penny Haren has been
developing and teaching techniques that make it quick, easy and fun for quilters —even beginners—to create intricate
blocks with stunning results. Her Pieced Appliqué® technique eliminates y-seams, inset points and curves from even the
most complicated blocks. Quilts and blocks that you might never have considered are now not only possible but a
breeze. She is the author of four books featuring her technique known as Penny Haren’s Pieced Appliqué®.
Quilt Block Fusion (978-1-935726-33-3) contains 96 pages, comes in softcover binding, retails for $24.95 U.S. and is
available through your favorite distributor, bookseller or quilt shop, or direct from Landauer Publishing: 800-557-2144 or
on the web at www.landauerpub.com.

